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FTSE 100 5,500

VIX 33

GBP/EUR 1.15

FTSE 100 6,598

Resistance 6,800

Support 6,460

VIX 14%

S&P 500 1,872

Gold $1,286

GBP/EUR 1.2096

GBP/USD 1.6665

Introduction:
Last month we advised investors “Following such a large rise in the market, we feel that technically the equity 
markets are due a correction. The equity markets will also take into account the current geo-political factors. Russia’s 
military intervention in Crimea will almost certainly raise the fear levels and create what markets hate most – 
uncertainty.” 

The market subsequently fell 211 points (3%), though at one stage was as much as 4.6% down. The VIX 
spiked to over 18% as the Crimean situation developed and gold did what it was supposed to do.

Our only recommendation last month was a bond – the Paragon 6% 05/12/20, which gained 2.3%. Our 
recommendation from the “Quarterly Trading Strategy”, Weir Group, finished 20% up over the quarter.

Economics:
The US economic recovery from the Great Recession is turning out to be rockier than the Rockies 
themselves. New Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen yesterday stated that the US economy still needs the 
Fed’s extraordinary support measures, noting that the falling jobless rate (to 6.7%) masks weaknesses in 
the jobs market such as the long-term unemployed rate. As if to add fuel to the fire, the Institute for Supply 
Management in Chicago simultaneously announced that its business barometer decreased to 55.9 in March 
from 59.8 the previous month, when no change was expected.

In Europe, inflation has surprisingly fallen to 0.5%, further increasing fears of deflation in the Eurozone. 
Deflation is a worry because if consumers believe prices will fall they will put off purchases, which forces 
companies to delay investment, hitting salaries and jobs, and so setting up a vicious downward spiral. With 
interest rates at 0.25%, policymakers appear to be left with the only option of weakening the Euro, at two 
year highs against the dollar, to at least stem the tide of disinflation. 

The UK’s economic figures have also come under scrutiny with the current account deficit hitting its
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widest level since records began in 1956 – up to 5.4% of GDP. Though the economy is growing faster than 
most developed countries, this deficit could require a change in course to avoid problems in the longer 
term – dialling down the stimulus, removing subsidies from the housing market, and generally aiming for 
slower domestic growth in order to erode the imbalances that are building up.

On a brighter note, European consumer confidence figures showed their strongest monthly jump in March 
in nearly five years. Job creation in the last quarter of 2013 also rose for the first time in nearly three years.

Market Commentary (cont)

Technical Analysis: 
Last month’s analysis (”We feel the market is overbought and that a correction is likely”) again proved spot on 
with the market falling 211 points. Looking ahead, the market has unwound its overbought levels with the 
RSI now resting at 41%. Lying just above the 200 day moving average and in the middle of the two Bollinger 
bands, the market is lacking conviction and will find it hard to make any meaningful ground in either direc-
tion. An easing of geopolitical tensions will, we feel, see the market grind higher in what is statistically, the 
second strongest month of the year.
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading 

improves” – John Murphy
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain

The January Barometer 
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, the 
returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the Stock 
Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the direction 
of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. 

Whichever variant you use, statistically 2014 is likely to be a down year if the past has anything to go by.

April 
The variation in performance that exists between the 12 months of the year is statistically significant. For 
example, December is the FTSE 100’s best performing month since 1984, rising 2.5% on average, 86% of the 
time. September is the worst month of the year, rising just 48% of the time, with an average return of -1%.

April is the 2nd best performing month of the year, rising 69% of the time, with an average return of 1.8%.

November - April 
Delaying re-entering the market from St. Ledgers Day to Halloween has yielded statistically significant 
outperformance with the FTSE All-Share rising an average 13.4% from Halloween to May Day since 1965. 
There is a 1-in-2,000 chance of this arising by chance in random data. One explanation for this is that as 
the nights draw in during winter, we become anxious and depressed, which means share prices fall and 
expected returns rise. This then leads to a decent winter rise.
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Seasonality (cont):
Second-Year U.S. Presidential Cycle 
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then 
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is 
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses, 
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.

Chinese New Year – Year of the Horse 
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12 year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, 
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, chicken, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The best 
performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and the dog. The worst performing animals have been 
the chicken and snake.

This year is the year of the horse, a decent year historically for equities, with positive returns averaging ~7%.

Market’s Decennial Cycle 
Since 1801, the strongest years for the FTSE All-Share have been the 2nd, 3rd and 5th years in the decades. 
The market has risen 14 out of the 21 decades in these years, with an average return of over 4%. The 
weakest has been the 10th being the only year to have a negative average change (-1.2%).

The 4th year has been positive in 13 of the 21 decades, rising on average 6.2%.

Quote of the Month:
“Wall Street is the only place that people ride to in a Rolls Royce to get advice 
from those who take the subway”  – Warren Buffett
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Tweet of the Month:
“Technical Analysis + Active Trading = Low Returns”

Following our clients trading activity over the years, we have always felt that active trading and the use 
of charts are not a great mix and this has been borne out in recent research published by Arvid Hoffman 
of Maastricht University and Hersh Shefrin of Santa Clara University. They found that investors who use 
technical analysis have returns equivalent to 6% p.a. less than other investors.

The reason for this is that users of technical analysis are more likely to be overconfident in their ability to 
pick stocks, causing them to trade too much, to concentrate their portfolios and to take extreme positions 
using derivatives. All of this naturally depresses returns. In fact, the chartists who were active traders were 
the biggest losers. Less active chartists did not suffer similar losses. Technical Analysis can generate danger-
ous overconfidence in some people, thus can in itself be a cause of poor returns.

Not that this means that technical analysis is useless. Combined with strong risk management tools and 
low overheads, charts can give market professionals an edge. But, for individual investors, the message is 
to use it in combination with fundamental analysis and not to trade on a whim. Warren Buffet highlighted 
the advantage that retail investors have over their professional counterparts at the Berkshire Hathaway 
Annual Meeting in 1999 when he likened the art of stock market investing to a game of baseball “The stock 
market is a no-called-strike game. You don’t have to swing at everything—you can wait for your pitch. The problem 
when you’re a money manager is that your fans keep yelling, ‘Swing, you bum!’ ”.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include 
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top. Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering 
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the 
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be 
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view. 

Our allocation to the stock market reverts to overweight. The market has unwound its overbought 
levels and we see a lot of value, particularly at a stock-specific level.

Economic data is often contradictory, which is why we prefer to concentrate on underlying companies 
- quality businesses trading on fair P/E multiples and above-market dividend yields. Even then, the overall 
consensus is that the world’s developed economies are exiting the Grand Recession and the Crimean 
crisis and slowdown in emerging markets has failed to dampen the economic mood. The geopolitical risks 
are also receding with Russian troops withdrawing from Ukraine’s Eastern border and the annexation of 
Crimea now largely accepted as an irreversible fact. 

Further inflows into equities are supporting our constructive view on the stock market along with rising 
bond yields, which are important for the sustainability of the positive outlook. This is because there is a 
very strong correlation between cyclical stocks/macro momentum and bond yields. J.P.Morgan Cazenove is 
calling for the US 10-year to be at 3.25% in 6 months (currently 2.7%). This is consistent with the rebound 
in CESIs and Euro PMIs, which will, according to J.P.Morgan Cazenove,  see cyclical sectors such as Autos, 
Travel & Leisure, Media and Construction & Materials benefit the most. We particularly like Daimler, William 
Hill, WPP and Lanxess from these sectors.
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Trader’s Corner:
Quarterly Sector Strategy

The following sectors can be have been found to be the strongest/weakest in the FTSE 350 over the year’s 
four quarters:

Quarter Strongest Sector   Weakest Sector

1st  Industrial Engineering   Pharmaceuticals

2nd  Electricity    Construction & Materials

3rd  Software & Computer Services Oil & Gas Producers

4th  Beverages    Banks

This suggests a strategy which cycles a portfolio through the four strong sectors throughout the year – 
Industrial Engineering from 1st January to 31st March, Electricity from 1st April to 30th June, Software & 
Computer Services from 1st July to 30th September and Beverages from 1st October to 31st December. 
Over the last 10 years, this strategy would have grown a £1,000 portfolio into £13,300, compared with a 
buy-and-hold in the FTSE All-Share of £1,669. Investors looking to trade this strategy could look to buy shares 
in Drax Group Plc in the second quarter (768p, 26x P/E, 1.9% yield, 9.6% upside to average broker target). More 
sophisticated traders may look to use a CFD to gain leveraged upside to the sector as well as create their own hedge 
fund by shorting the weakest sector whilst going long the strongest sector via CFDs.

Seasonal Tendency

The market often gets off to a strong start in april - the first trading day is the second strongest first trading 
day of all the months in the year. The market tends to be fairly flat for the middle two weeks and then rises 
strongly in the final week. Going long the market via a CFD would be best to capture this move.

Seasonality of GBP/USD

On 15th August 1971, President Nixon announced that the US was ending the convertibility of the US dol-
lar to gold and this led to the end of the Bretton Woods system and fixed-rate currencies, such as sterling, 
became free-floating. Since then, April has statistically been a strong month for GBP/USD, rising on average 
1%.  Going long GBP/USD via a CFD would be best to capture this move. Alternatively, shorting a share that derives 
the majority of its earnings in USD and that historically performs poorly in April is an option e.g. Astrazeneca (15.1x 
P/E, 4.6% yield, 7.1% downside to average broker target).

Holidays and the Market

Numerous academic research has found that the market tends to be significantly strong on the days im-
mediately before and after holidays. A holiday is defined as a 3-day or longer period with no trading. The 
strongest period where this is the case lies at Easter where the average gains since 1984 have been 0.4% 
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Trader’s Corner (cont):
the day before and 0.4% the day after (13 times greater than the average return for all days in the year). 
Traders looking to profit may look to go long the FTSE 100 with a CFD at the market close on 16th April and close  
the position at the market close on 23rd April.

Strongest Days

The 1st of April is the year’s 7th strongest day rising 75% of the time, posting an average increase of 0.5%. 
Traders looking to profit may look to go long the FTSE 100 with a CFD or take out a binary bet for the FTSE to 
finish up.

Weakest Days

The 8th of April is the year’s 3rd weakest day falling 74% of the time, posting an average loss of 0.3%. The 
14th of April is the year’s 4th weakest day falling 72% of the time, posting an average loss of 0.3%.  Traders 
looking to profit may look to go short the FTSE 100 with a CFD or take out a binary bet for the FTSE to finish down.

Recommended Investments:
Equities
1) William Hill - 343p, 11.7x P/E, 3.6% yield
The UK’s largest bookmaker, William Hill (WMH), is making good progress with efforts to minimise 
regulatory and tax pressures through the diversification of its revenue stream.  The company now provides 
sports betting (via internet as well as telephone), online casino and poker sites in the UK, Australia, US, Italy 
and Spain. Its recent acquisition of Sportingbet’s Australian business has made Australia a ‘second home’, 
now generating 48% of total revenues.

The share price has in recent weeks fallen from 400p to 343p following the budget announcement (which 
raised Machine Gaming Duty to 25%) and is now languishing at the lower end of its trading range. This 
was an unexpected politically-inspired decision, which will lead to the closure of some small betting shops, 
mainly amongst independent owners. Considering the quality of WMH’s offering, we believe that WMH 
will gain market share. Indeed, at current prices, investment bank Nomura believes that the market is not 
pricing in any value at all for WMH’s UK retail activities.

The World Cup, to be held this summer, should boost revenues and despite increasing advertising spend 
from competitors, we feel that William Hill is in a good position given the strength of its online brand, 
product offering and mobile platform.

The stock is trading on a 11.7x forward P/E multiple (near a two-year low) - vs. Paddy Power’s hefty 19.4x 
rating. We expect this gap to close as WMH increases its proportion of sales from online gaming (currently 
50% vs. Paddy Power’s 75%). In addition to the 3.6% dividend yield (covered 2.1 times), the stock offers 
40% upside potential to Nomura’s 479p price target. Jefferies are even more optimistic now that underlying 
trading is back on track. They believe that online growth should drive double-digit compounding growth 
both on a domestic and international basis and their blue sky analysis suggests >100% upside.
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Chart Legend:

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below 
30).  Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).

ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend 
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance. 
For non-trending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).

20 day moving average       

50 day moving average
200 day moving average 

bollinger bands       (an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

(signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(signifies the medium-term direction of the security)

(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)

400 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
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Investment Calendar:
1st April  7th Strongest Market Day
3rd April  ECB Meeting
4th April  US Nonfarm payroll report
8th April  3rd Weakest Market Day
10th April  MPC interest rate announcement at 12 noon
14th April  4th Weakest Market Day
15th April  Full moon
17th April  Options Expiry Day
18th April  Good Friday – LSE closed
21st April  Easter Monday – LSE closed
29th April  New Moon (markets tend to reach tops around this time)
   Two-day FOMC meeting starts
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